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In order to produe events that an be used for Linear Collider physis and detetorstudies, the struture of the basi generation proess is1) seletion of the hard subproess kinematis,2) resonane deays that (more or less) form part of the hard subproess (suh as W , Z,t or h),3) evolution of QCD parton showers (or, alternatively, the use of higher-order matrixelements),4) hadronization, and5) normal deays (of hadrons and � 's mainly).Additional aspets, of interest for linear olliders, inlude6) beamstrahlung (often handled by an interfae to CIRCE [1℄),7) initial-state QED radiation, e.g. formulated in shower language,8) the hadroni behaviour of photons (involving topis suh as the subdivision into diretand resolved photons, VMD and anomalous ones, parton distributions of real and virtualphotons, initial-state QCD radiation, beam remnants of resolved photons and even thepossibility of multiple interations in those remnants), and9) QCD interonnetion e�ets, e.g. modeled by olour rearrangement and Bose{Einstein[2℄.Finally, sine a hain is never stronger than its weakest link, one must add10) the forgotten or unexpeted.The historial reason for developing general-purpose generators has often been an inter-est in QCD physis: initial- and �nal-state asades, hadronization, underlying events, andso on. However, one these tools have been developed for simple proesses suh as �=Z0prodution, their generalization to other proesses appears a natural task. There existsthree ommonly used general-purpose generators: Pythia [3℄, HERWIG [4℄ and ISAJET[5℄. Their main limitation is that normally only leading-order proesses are inluded, withhigher-order QCD and QED orretions inluded by showers, but no weak orretions atall. Furthermore, the nonperturbative QCD setor is not solved, so hadronization aspetsare based on models rather than on theory.Over the years, a long list of physis proesses have been added to the programs.These over topis suh as hard and soft QCD, heavy avours, DIS and , eletroweakprodution of �=Z0 andW� (singly or in pairs), prodution of a light or a heavy StandardModel Higgs, or of various Higgs states e.g. in Supersymmetri (SUSY) models, SUSYpartile prodution (sfermions, gauginos, et.), tehniolor, new gauge bosons, omposite-ness, leptoquarks, and so on. The most basi proesses are inluded in all the generators,while the seletion diverges for exoti physis. Even when a proess formally is the same,generators may be based on di�erent theory frameworks (e.g. alulation of SUSY param-eters) or approximation shemes, and are thus not expeted to agree ompletely with eahother. Comparisons between several generators thus are helpful to assess unertainties(and, of ourse, also to �nd bugs).The Pythia 6.1 program was released in Marh 1997, based on a merger of Jetset7.4, Pythia 5.7 and SPythia [6℄. Main authors are T. Sj�ostrand and S. Mrenna. Newsubversions are released one every few months | the urrent one is 6.129, with a size ofabout 49 000 lines of ode. The ode itself, inluding manuals and sample main programs,an be found onhttp://www.thep.lu.se/�torbjorn/Pythia.html.Relative to previous versions, the main news in Pythia 6.1 are the transition to doublepreision throughout and the new treatment of supersymmetri proesses and partiles.1



Also many other proesses have been added, e.g. for Higgs and tehniolor. Colourrearrangement options for W+W� are now inluded in the ode, and the Bose{Einsteinroutine has been expanded with many new options. A new mahinery is being built up forreal and virtual photon uxes and ross setions [7℄. An alternative desription of popornbaryon prodution is available [8℄. New standard interfaes are available that should easethe task of mathing to external generators of two, four and six fermions. Among otherpoints, of less relevane for e+e�, one may note the addition of QED radiation o� aninoming muon, newer parton distributions, and an energy-dependent p?min for multipleinterations.The urrent HERWIG 5.9 is from July 1996, and has a size of about 21 400 lines.Authors are G. Marhesini, B.R. Webber, G. Abbiendi, I.G. Knowles, M.H. Seymour andL. Stano. Code, manuals and related programs may be found onhttp://hepwww.rl.a.uk/theory/seymour/herwig/.The new version 6.1 is just about to be released, with G. Corella, S. Moretti, K. Odagiriand P. Rihardson added to the list of ollaborators. The main new improvement is theintrodution of supersymmetri proesses within a general MSSM framework, so far onlyfor hadron ollisions, however. Mass and deay spetra are not generated intrinsially;instead they are read from a data �le, e.g. generated by ISAJET/ISASUSY. All R-parityonserving 2! 2 spartile prodution subproesses are available and, unlike Pythia andISAJET, also all resonant R-parity violating 2 ! 2 subproesses and deays. Spartonshowering is not yet inluded. Most resonanes deay isotropially, i.e. spin orrelationsare not systematially inluded. Among other news one may note a omprehensivelyexpanded set of 2! 1, 2! 2 and 2! 3 Higgs prodution subproesses. An e+e� ! 4 jetsmatrix-element option has been added, the JIMMY generator for multiparton satteringhas been inorporated and improved, the treatment of �� and  remnants improved,and beamstrahlung inluded by an interfae to CIRCE.Generator progress is in many diretions, and the growth is largely organi. One maintheme in reent times, that will ontinue to be of importane, is the gradual improvementof the mathing between higher-order matrix-element information and the parton-showerlanguage. This is required to obtain an aurate desription of event properties, sine eahapproah has its advantages and disadvantages: the former is favoured for the emission ofa few widely separated partons, while the latter is likely to do better for multiple emissionsat small separations.One example is the improvement of the desription of initial-state photon radiationin single-�=Z0 prodution in Pythia, whih is a by-produt of the study of W�=�=Z0prodution in hadron olliders [9℄. The basi idea is to map the kinematis betweenthe parton-shower and matrix-element desriptions, and to �nd a orretion fator thatan be applied to hard emissions in the shower so as to bring agreement with the matrix-element expression. Some simple algebra shows that, with the Pythia shower kinematisde�nitions, the two emission rates disagree by a fatorRee!Z(ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = t̂2 + û2 + 2m2Z ŝŝ2 +m4Z ;where ŝ, t̂ and û are the standard Mandelstam variables and mZ represents the (atual)mass of the s-hannel resonane. This fator is always between 1=2 and 1. The shower antherefore be improved in two ways, relative to the old desription. Firstly, the maximumvirtuality of emissions is raised from Q2max � m2Z to Q2max = s, i.e. the shower is allowedto populate the full phase spae. Seondly, the emission rate for the �rst (whih normally2



also is the hardest) emission on eah side is orreted by the fator R(ŝ; t̂) above, so as tobring agreement with the matrix-element rate in the hard-emission region.Another example of a shower improvement is the desription of gluon radiation in topdeay in HERWIG [10℄. The showering of top deay is done in the top rest frame, wheretheW and b are going out bak-to-bak. In this frame, the gluon emission o� the b shouldbe smoothly suppressed at large angles relative to the b diretion, but in HERWIG this isapproximated by a sharp step at 90Æ. Thus the W hemisphere is left ompletely empty ofgluons, while the b one is fully populated. In this kind of \dead ome approximation", thetotal amount of radiation is about right, but the angular distribution an be badly wrong.The HERWIG improvement onsists of two parts. A hard orretion is applied in the\dead" region, where tree-level matrix elements are used to populate it (orrespondingto roughly 3% of the deays). A soft orretion is applied to the populated region, bya reweighting of emissions, to ensure that the kinematial distribution of the hardestemission in the parton shower agrees with the tree-level matrix elements [11℄. Theseorretions an be very important, espeially lose to threshold [12℄. Matrix-elementorretions to top prodution an also be important, and work is here in progress.Finally, a word about the future. Both Pythia and HERWIG ontinue to be de-veloped and supported. On the physis side, there is a ontinuous need to inrease andimprove the support given to di�erent physis senarios, new and old, and many areas ofthe general QCD mahinery for parton showers and hadronization may require further im-provements. On the tehnial side, the main hallenge is a transition from Fortran to moremodern omputer languages, in pratie meaning C++. There are several arguments forsuh a transition. One is that the major labs, suh as SLAC, Fermilab and CERN havedeided to disontinue Fortran support and go over to C++ as main language. Another isthat C++ o�ers an eduational and professional ontinuity for students: they may knowit before they begin physis, and they an use it after they quit. For experts, C++ isa better programming language. For the rest of us, user-friendly interfaes should stillmake life easier.Studies have now begun. The Pythia 7 projet was formally started in January 1998,with L. L�onnblad as main responsible. What exists today is a strategy doument [13℄,and ode for the event reord and the partile objet. The partile data and other database handling is in progress, as is the event generation handler struture. The �rst pieeof physis, the string fragmentation sheme, is being implemented by M. Bertini. Thehope its to have a \proof of onept" version soon, and muh of the urrent Pythiafuntionality up and running by the end of 2000. It will, however, take some further timeafter that to provide a program that is both more and better than the urrent Pythiaversion. HERWIG is urrently lagging behind, but a plan has been formulated for a C++version that would simultaneously o�er a signi�antly improved physis ontent. Reentlythe PPARC in the U.K. approved an appliation for two postdo-level positions devotedfull-time to this projet, whih therefore will start soon.A opy of the transparenies of this talk, inluding all the �gures not shown here (forspae reasons) may be found onhttp://www.thep.lu.se/�torbjorn/talks/sitges99m.ps.The talk by F. Paige ontains omplementary information on SUSY simulation [14℄.
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